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Bulgaria and the Roman Empire

When Karel Schwarzenberg revealed to his French counter-
part in Paris in Oct. that Areva was to be disqualified from 
the Temelín tender, Areva cried foul. Schwarzenberg spoke 
of the decision before it had even been made by ČEZ, Areva 
complained. The Czech government shrugged its shoulders 

and carried on, but what goes around, comes around. Bulgar-
ian PM Bojko Borisov announced yesterday that ČEZ will lose 
its license to distribute electricity in his county, and ČEZ cried 

foul, saying that only the regulator can make such a deci-
sion. ČEZ will now have to wait to see if it gets farther with 

its complaint than hapless Areva did with its. If there's a silver 
lining to all of this, it's that foreign investors are finally wak-

ing up to what has been going on at ČEZ since even before the 
Martin Roman empire began in 2004. Analyst Michal Šnobr of 
J&T said in MFD today that the markets have lost confidence 
in ČEZ's management. The markets are way behind the curve 
this time; Czechs lost trust in ČEZ's management years ago.

Read this later today in Czech
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Glossary
to cry foul - to state that something that has happened is unfair or illegal; to shrug shoulders - to not care or to feel unable to do anything; what goes around, comes around - past behavior (either good or bad) has a way of coming back to you; hapless - unfortunate, unlucky; silver lining - a positive aspect of a situation that might not be immediately visible; behind the curve - behind the current thinking or trend.


